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What is claimed is

An isolated DNA molecule which is at least 30

nucleotides in length ana uniquely defines a

herpesvirus associated with Kaposi's sarcoma.

The isolated DNA molecule of claim 1, wherein the

isolated DNA molecule i's cDNA
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The isolated DNA molecule of claim 1, wherein the

isolated DNA molecule is genomic DNA.

An isolated RNA molecule which is derived from

the isolated nucleic acid molecule of claim 1
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The isolated DN^y molecule of claim 1 which is

labelled with a iietecxable marker.

The isolated/DNj^-fftolecule of claim 5, wherein the

marker is a tajjioactive label, or a calorimetric,

a luminescent/ or a fluorescent marker.

h. A replicable/ vector comprising the isolated DNA

molecule of /claim l

.

25 A plasmid, /cosmid, A phage or YAC containing at

least a pc/rtion of the isolated DNA molecule of

claim 1.

30

9/ A host cell containing the vector of claim 7.

flO/. The cell of claim 9 which is a eukaryotic cell

The ceil of claim 9 which is a bacterial cell

/2 . An isolated herpesvirus associated with Kaposi's

sarcoma

.
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A nucleic acid molecule of at least 14

nucleotides capable of specifically hybridizing

with the isolated DNA molecule of claim 1.

A DNA molecule of claim 2j2 .

A nucleic acid molecule of at least 14

nucleotides capable of /specifically hybridizing

with a nucleic ac£d molecule which is

complementary to the /isolated DNA molecule of

claim 1

.

A nucleic acid^mole

nucleic acid/molecu

with mpdera

a nucleotide ^eque^

ID NO: 1)

le of claim 15 wherein the

e is capable of hybridizing

ency to at least a portion of

ce as shown in Figure 3A {SEQ

An isolated peptine encoded by at least a portion

of a nucleic acid molecule with a sequence as set

forth in (SEQ ID NOs : 1-37)

.

A host cell wh^ch expresses the peptide of claim

17 .

The isolated/ peptide of claim 17, wherein the

peptide is linked to a second peptide to form a

fusion protein.

The fusion/ protein of claim 17, wherein the

second pepnide is beta-galactosidase

.

An .antibody which specifically binds to the

peptide encoded by the isolated DNA molecule of

claim 17

.
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The antibody of claim 21, wherein the antiooay is

monoclonal antibody.

The antibody of claim 21, whe/rein the antibody is

a polyclonal antibody.

The antibody of claim 21, wherein the antibody is

labelled with a detectable marker.

The labelled antibody of claim 24, wherein the

marker is a radioactive /label , or a calorimetric

,

a luminescent, or a flA/orescent marker.

An antisense

the isolates

'mol^gptSle/ capable of hybridizing to

DNA molecule of claim 1.

The antisense molet/ule of claim 26, wherein the

molecule is a DNA.

The antisense molecule of claim 26, wherein the

molecule is a RN/

A triplex oligonucleotide capable of hybridizing

with a double /stranded isolated DNA molecule of

claim 1.

A transgenic/ nonhuman mammal which comprises at

least a port/ion of the isolated DNA molecule of

claim 1 introduced into the mammal at an

embryonic stage

.

A vaccine Jhich comprises an effective immunizing

amount of I the isolated herpesvirus of claim 12

and a suit/able pharmaceutical carrier.

A method [of diagnosing Kaposi's sarcoma which

comprises/: (a) obtaining a nucleic acid molecule
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from a tumor lesion of thei subject; Cb)

contacting the nucleic acid molecule with the

labelled nucleic acid molecule/ of claim 13 under

hybridizing conditions; and (c) determining the

presence of the nucleic acid molecule hybridized,

the presence of which is indicative of Kaposi's

sarcoma in the subject, /thereby diagnosing

Kaposi's sarcoma.

The method of claim 32 whsfrein the DNA molecule

from the tumor lesion is /amplified before step

(b) .

A method of diagnpsing/f Kaposi ' s sarcoma which

comprises: (a) cfbta'iniilg a nucleic acid molecule

from a suitably lppciirly/ fluid of a subject; (b)

contacting the' j^ucleifc acid molecule with the

labelled nucleic acid /molecule of claim 13 under

hybridizing condition's ; and (c) determining the

presence of the nucleic acid molecule

hybridized, the presfence of which is indicative

or Kaposi's sarcon/a in the subject, thereby

diagnosing Kaposi's/ sarcoma.

A method of diagriosing a DNA virus associated

with Kaposi's sarcoma which comprises (a)

obtaining a suitable bodily fluid sample from a

subject, (b) contacting the suitable bodily fluid

of the subject t/o a support having already bound

thereto a Kaposi's sarcoma antibody, so as to

bind Kaposi's /sarcoma antibody to a specific

Kaposi's sarcoma antigen, (c) removing unbound

bodily fluid / from the support, and (d)

determining She level of Kaposi's sarcoma

by the Kaposi's sarcoma antigen,

sing Kaposi's sarcoma.
antibody bound

thereby diagnc
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A method of diagnosing a DNA Virus associated

with Kaposi's sarcoma which/ comprises (a)

obtaining a suitable bodily fluid sample from a

subject, (b) contacting the suitable bodily fluid

of the subject to a support having already bound

thereto a Kaposi's sarcoma antigen, so as to bind

Kaposi's sarcoma antigen to /a specific Kaposi's

sarcoma antibody, (c) removing unbound bodily

fluid from the support, and (d) determining the

level of the Kaposi's sarsoma antigen bound by

the Kaposi's sarcoma antibody, thereby diagnosing

Kaposi's sarcoma. /

A method of treating a subject with Kaposi's

sarcoma, comprising administering to the subject

an effective amount of/ an antisense molecule of

claim 26 under conditions such that the antisense

molecule selectively /enters a tumor cell of the

subject, so as to treat the subject.

A method for trefetZng a subject with Kaposi's

sarcoma (KS) (comprising administering to the

subject having a human herpesvirus -associated KS

a pharmaceutically effective amount of an

antiviral agent in a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier, wherein /the agent is effective to treat

the subject with /KS-associated human herpes virus

of claim 12 . /

A method of prophylaxis or treatment for Kaposi's

sarcoma (KS) lpy administering to a subject at

risk for KS, an antibody that binds to the human

herpesvirus cf claim 12 in a pharmaceutically

acceptable caprier.

A method ok vaccinating a subject against

Kaposi's sarfcoma ,
comprising administering to the
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eptable carrier,

subject against a
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subject an effective amount

aim 17, and a suitable

thereby vaccinating the subj

method of immunizing

disease caused by the herpesvirus associated with

Kaposi's sarcoma which comprises administering to

the subject an effective/immunizing dose cf the

vaccine of claim i;

A method for /prjaverytirig the development or

transmission cl/ne\rp£svirus associated Kaposi's

sarcoma in a subject by treating a subject with

Kaposi's sarcoma (ICS) comprising administering to

the subject having/a human herpesvirus - associated

KS a pharmaceutycally effective amount of an

antiviral agent in a pharmaceutically acceptable

carrier, wherein the agent is effective to

preventing the Development or transmission of the

KS-associated human herpes virus of claim 12.


